How are you handling unprecedented volumes of data?

The rise of data, content and document volume makes managing all your company's information nearly impossible with 80% to 90% of it being unstructured. With analysts predicting an even faster, 10-fold growth rate of data over the next 5 years, the global datasphere will be even harder to manage. Whether it's paper documents, emails, chats, PDFs or other types, the information is often inaccessible, unsearchable and requires manual processes to unlock the information. Lacking a comprehensive view and access to business data, organizations struggle to make the best business decisions without having the full context.

You Need to Automate

Ephesoft Transact Cloud is an enterprise content acquisition and data discovery platform that automates any content-based business process to make meaning out of unstructured data for decision-makers worldwide. Rather than typing in data and routing it via paper or email, Transact Cloud captures and digitizes the content from the start, initiating the digital transformation process. Next, Transact Cloud automatically identifies the document type, extracts key information and delivers it directly to any type of repository or workflow. The process significantly accelerates time-to-value for business processes and workflows, including invoices, mortgages, claims, contracts, records, mail, background checks and other important transactions by improving accuracy, increasing productivity and dramatically reducing costs. By leveraging content capture to enrich digital processes, Transact Cloud positions customers for better outcomes with usable data.

Quick Facts

- Rapid onboarding in as little as 24 hours
- Access to new features and updates
- Global scaling and high availability
- Designed for security
- Lower management overhead

ACQUIRE
Any Source, Any Format
Physical documents, electronic documents and document images via mailbox, email, fax and file transfer.

ANALYZE
Automate
Intelligently identify document types and metadata.

DELIVER
Enable
Integrate and automatically send data to ERP, ECM, RPA, EHR or other line of business system.
Extras

Hosted in the Amazon Web Services cloud, Transact Cloud provides secure, scalable, intelligent data capture capabilities for organizations to automate their document processing without the added burden and expense of server management. Transact Cloud customers can go live in hours or days versus the months often required for on-premises deployment. Other benefits include data import functionality from AWS S3 buckets; server performance monitoring; lower cost of ownership and capital expenditure; and accelerated feature deployment for continuous product updates.

What’s Next?

As the first step of digital transformation – unlocking your unstructured data to put it to use – Transact Cloud can be bundled with new and existing products, from RPA tools to workflow platforms, ECM, ERP or other repositories using Web Services OpenAPIs. This allows customers to have best-of-breed solutions to meet their unique requirements and deliver faster time-to-value.

It’s time to convert the data that’s trapped in your documents into useful information. We know it has to be accurate, cost-effective and fast. That’s why the end results are happier customers and employees who are freed up to focus on what they do best, not the mundane. Are you ready to challenge the status quo? We are.